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A

CHAPTER ONE

CHING LING FOO, THE EARLY YEARS
—MAN AND MYTHOLOGY

s with most legendary magicians, the various stories regarding Ching
Ling Foo’s early years, presented to his adoring audiences, reflect a

healthy mix of fact and fiction often geared more towards promotional
effect than accurate biography.

The more ‘reliable’ accounts of Foo’s early life before he achieved fame
include unfiltered recollections of Foo regarding his past, Chinese scholarly
notes, what emerged regarding Foo’s life during his sensational 1899
deportation trial, and a version of Foo’s early life based on private
discussions with Foo recounted by his great friend Harry Kellar, the “Dean
of American Magicians.”

What Has Been Said

Foo was born on March 11th, 1854 into a relatively comfortable family of
merchants based in and around the bustling international port of Tianjin, at
a time when that increasingly cosmopolitan city had not yet been laid low
by the Boxer Rebellion. It seems clear that Foo’s family was comparatively
well off, and likely numbered among the Chinese upper-middle class of the
time. This supposition is supported by reports that in later years, when not
on stage, Foo wore clothing embossed with the image of a three-clawed
dragon, a sign of the Chinese middle class.2 Four-clawed dragons were the
province of the nobility, while clothing decorated with a five-clawed dragon



motif could only be worn by members of the Chinese royal family—
distinctions often gleefully ignored by Foo’s many future Western imitators.

The first significant event in young Foo’s life of which we have
knowledge is the death of the nascent necromancer’s father when Foo was
just nine years old. As a young boy, Foo saw much of China and even
travelled widely abroad. His interest in conjuring and legerdemain was
reportedly first inspired by his observation of street magicians and the more
lucrative tricks and ruses used by the professional card players and
gamblers that would have been abundant in any 19th-century Chinese port
city the size of Tianjin.

According to accounts credited to Kellar and a direct account by Foo, a
childhood illness that left Foo bedridden for some time around the age of
ten accelerated his interest in, and development of, his legerdemain and
palming skills. In 1913, the conjurer, looking back on his life, proudly
recounted how he had used this youthful illness to perfect his skills. During
this period, Foo discovered, working to counteract the boredom that came
with being bedridden, “that the hands could be used in many mysterious
ways.” He began to mimic the moves of the magicians and gamblers he had
earlier espied. “One day my mother brought me a couple of dried dates, a
favorite dish with my countrymen. I played with these until I had evolved a
scheme whereby I could make them disappear even while they were in my
own hands. I was entranced. I began to practice upon larger things.3”

Another widely confirmed and important element of Foo’s childhood,
extant in both Chinese and Western records, is that at some point in his
childhood, Foo developed a stutter or speech impediment. It is not clear if
this manifested itself before or after his father passed away. However, it was
pronounced enough that Foo was given the nickname “Zhu the Stutterer,”
and this impediment was noted in both Chinese and English accounts of his
early life.4

In fact, the young Foo’s will to overcome the challenge presented by his
speech impediment may have had a decisive influence on his passion for
magic, a skill which enabled him to communicate with and impress people
in a manner that did not rely on speech. His stutter, to a certain extent,
explained his development of a performance style, consistent before
Western, Chinese, or mixed audiences, which involved working in relative
silence on stage and engaging the audience only rarely, while a humorous



assistant or announcer handled most of the verbal communications with the
crowd.

As show business—and magic in particular—was not seen in China as a
completely respectable profession, Foo’s family reportedly did what it
could to redirect his interest back towards the family’s successful
mercantile roots. Young Foo, while still fascinated by magic and
legerdemain, reportedly took a position with a commercial entity, in
concession to his family’s demands, whose business included the
manufacture of Diabolo spinning tops—popular at the time—whose
internal mechanisms could be manipulated to make the devices perform
startling feats, including some that seemed to defy the laws of gravity. As a
result, Foo, given his inherent skills and interest in showmanship, soon
became expert in the use of Diabolos. These devices, not surprisingly,
would figure in his troupe’s performances in later years.

Despite Foo’s family’s best efforts and his success in the business
world, Foo’s attraction to the world of magic as he grew into adult-hood not
only endured; it became stronger. According to the Kellar account, around
the age of 15, Foo stopped living with his grand-mother and joined a
Tianjin society of Chinese magicians, with whom he studied magic for five
years. In this telling, after his training, Foo then focused entirely on magic,
touring the Chinese provinces and perfecting his art. He then journeyed to
Beijing and sought to make his name among the great magicians of the
capital. Not long after his arrival, the superior conjuring skills he
demonstrated in his performances soon made him a favorite magician of the
Beijing public.

Continuing with Foo’s preferred narrative of his early life, word of the
Chinese conjurer’s skills soon reached a son of China’s Prince Ching, who,
after attending a performance by Foo, arranged for the conjurer to perform
at the palace, which led to Foo earning the accolade “court conjurer to the
Empress of China.” Foo carried this title—which provided great honor but
not a lot of money—for a few years, then returned to his village, married,
reportedly established a “juggling arts” or magic school in Tianjin, and
toured China’s major cities with great success, leveraging the credibility of
having performed for the Chinese court.5 During these tours—which
included China’s rich, trade-dependent southern coastal cities—the amiable
Foo successfully entertained before Western, Chinese and mixed audiences.



This experience would serve as a springboard to Foo being selected for
his life-changing opportunity at the 1898 Omaha Exposition, also
commonly referred to as the 1898 World’s Fair.

Foo’s preferred narrative of his early life, as recounted by Kellar,6 in
many parts jibes with a brief account of his life that emerged from a
Tianjin-based Chinese author. However, in the Chinese writer’s version of
Foo’s early years, young Foo’s focus on magic as a primary career was a
more gradual phenomenon.

In the account set out in the Chinese journal Acrobatic History, Foo, in
his early adulthood, balanced his passion for magic with work at a family-
connected business where he counterbalanced the awkwardness created by
his speech impediment with his personal charm, and rapidly developing
skills as a conjurer. The young Foo’s innate likeability, along with his magic
skills, contributed greatly to his success with his trading firm, which
enabled Foo at a relatively young age to travel throughout China and even
overseas. As Foo’s fame as a magician and related opportunities grew, Foo
began to focus more and more on his career as an entertainer.

A significant development in this period was a performance Foo
reportedly gave on a foreign ship in Tianjin’s harbor as early as 1874, when
Foo was just 20 years old. He gave subsequent similar shipboard
performances before foreign audiences in Shanghai and other parts of
Southern China in the era of “gunboat diplomacy,” when foreign warships
intent on maintaining the privileges awarded them by China’s foreign
concessions filled Chinese harbors. This chronology would also fit with
Kellar’s claims that he first met Foo in Shanghai sometime in the late
1870s, when Kellar performed in the city as part of the Royal Illusionists
Troupe that included an ill-fated Hungarian, Ling Look, masquerading as a
fire-eating, red hot sword-swallowing Chinese magician.7

Not long after this initial encounter with Kellar, Foo would put together
a troupe with which he would tour. During an interview in London in 1905,
Foo spoke directly—in “broken,” but not “pidgin,” English—about his past
to an English reporter. In this accounting, Foo claimed to have toured India
with his troupe in 1878 when he was just 24 years old, as well as the Straits
Settlements, which would, of course, have included Singapore and the
Philippines, where he was a huge success.8



To the left is an early undated photo from the pre-Omaha part of Ching Ling Foo’s career, displaying
the Chinese conjurer with one of his bowls from his signature production illusion. To the right is a

French poster promoting a performance of an early contemporary of Foo, who Houdini claimed was
the Hungarian conjurer David Gueter. “Ling Look” toured briefly with Kellar. One of his signature
effects was swallowing a sword blade, which had been partially rammed down a musket, then firing

the musket, thus driving the sword completely down his throat.

This concludes what has been most credibly said about Foo, both by
himself and others. We now move on to what we know.

What We Know

This mix of the magic and the mercantile in Foo’s life would continue
through 1880, when, as a 26-year-old he joined the venerable Wah Yuen
Lung trading firm, which had offices throughout China and in San
Francisco. This is one of the first pieces of information regarding Foo’s
early life that is solidly documented. Evidence for Foo’s engagement by the
trading firm was introduced by Foo’s legal counsel and accepted by the
court during Foo’s 1899 deportation trial in Chicago.9 It also appears Foo
spent significant time in San Francisco between 1880 and 1885, as the
judge in the deportation case ruled Foo’s 14-year-old son was born in that
city in 1885 and thus a U.S. citizen.



Foo Troupe Had Long Successful History in Asia Prior to
US Triumph

We also know with certainty that, contrary to what has been written by
some, Foo was performing as a professional magician and using the
carefully selected stage name Ching Ling Foo (⾦陵福), with its attractive
connotations (in Chinese) of gold and happiness, for almost a decade prior
to his arrival in Omaha in 1898.

By 1890, according to the North China Herald—the principal English-
language publication of old Shanghai—the “Ching Ling Foo troupe” was
already well-established, and indeed “famous,” among Chinese and foreign
audiences alike in the wealthy, foreigner-infused Asian ports of Hong Kong,
Shanghai, and Singapore. Indeed, as Foo’s fame in the West grew, many
established Western magicians beyond just Kellar claimed to have
encountered Foo during their own earlier tours of Asia in the 1880s and
1890s. Among these was Bert Powell, who—during Foo’s first tour of the
U.S. which lasted from 1898 until 1900—noted encountering Foo and his
prowess at producing things from under his colorful shawl in Singapore,
during a tour of Asia Powell had undertaken years earlier.10

As regards the nature of a Foo troupe performance, an examination of
an 1890 engagement at the Shanghai Philharmonic Hall indicates that
almost a decade before their triumph at the Omaha World’s Fair, the Foo
troupe had established the core elements of their act that would persist in
their performances over the next 25 years.

Even in 1890, it was all there. Foo’s mastery of traditional Chinese
magic—impressive production tricks including making a great bowl of
water, lighted lanterns, and other fanciful objects appear seemingly from
nowhere—were already an established part of the act. In addition, Foo
would delight the audience with his fire-eating skills and his trained
swallows, which seemingly died, resurrected and flew at his command.
Backing Foo up were his supporting cast of contortionists, plate spinners,
and acrobats juggling great heavy vases. Even Foo’s alleged childhood
passion, the Diabolo spinning top—which went through several cycles of
popularity in the West and Asia in the 1800s—made an appearance in these
early performances, refuting “the laws of gravitation” as Foo would coax
the top to “ascend a piece of string.”11



It is important to note that the very variety-act structure of the Foo
troupe’s performance was ideal for a stage magician. It allowed Foo to
divert attention to the troupe’s other acts, as Foo, unnoticed, would leave
the stage periodically to prepare for new feats of magic backstage and the
other performers took the spotlight.

An Entertainment Institution in Asia for Both Western
and Chinese Audiences

Throughout the 1890s, within Asian entertainment circles, the Foo troupe’s
fame increased as they earned the reputation of transcending the traditional
—and for the Asian market, sometimes wearily familiar—Chinese
magician/juggler variety show. They did so by introducing new acts and
illusions and instilling in even well-known acts novel elements and exciting
flourishes that rendered even jaded local and foreign audiences highly
appreciative.12

It was during this period that the increasingly renowned Foo troupe
reached the apex of the Asian theatrical market when it appeared to
widespread acclaim, within a matter of months, in Hong Kong under the
patronage of the British governor, and in Singapore under the patronage of
the deputy governor of that territory.

Presciently, Western reviewers at the time noted that if the Foo troupe
really wanted to take the next step and capture foreign audiences in Europe
and/or North America, the troupe would need to modify their custom of
operating solely in the Mandarin Chinese dialect. The fact that their act was
presented in Mandarin was a clear indicator the troupe originated from
northern China. One of Foo’s early nicknames, “The Wizard of the North,”
also gave a nod to his Tianjin origins.

These same reviewers also helpfully suggested that if the highly popular
Foo troupe was indeed interested in conquering new territories and taking
on Europe or the U.S., it could perhaps also add a musical element to the
show and get a “European manager”13—all wise suggestions that Foo
would ultimately follow.

Typical of the warm critical recognition the Foo troupe received during
its pre-Omaha World’s Fair Asian successes was an August 1897 review of
the troupe’s performance at the Shanghai Lyceum, a foreign-owned venue



with about 700 seats patronized by both foreign and Chinese theatregoers.
In the laudatory assessment, Foo the conjurer is described as, once more,
transforming even “somewhat stale” tricks into something new with his
artistry and ability to build an illusion.

In this context, the impressed reviewer notes that when Foo does a
traditional “production” trick, it is not with eggs or other small articles that
can be easily manipulated. No, when Foo conjures an object out of thin air
—typically while stylishly chanting odd magic phrases to the
accompaniment of eerie music—that object is a large one.

In fact, in Foo’s signature act, it was a very large crystal bowl
containing multiple gallons of water, several merrily swimming goldfish
and sometimes a few ruffled and quacking low-comedy ducks. All this
produced, in a flash from underneath, nothing more than a colorful and
elaborately embroidered four-foot-by-four-foot cloth, which, seconds
earlier, had lain flat on the stage, which had previously been checked by the
audience to confirm there were no trap doors.

At this relatively early stage in Foo’s career, reviewers assessing reasons
for Foo’s success in an Asian market crowded with similarly equipped
performers rightly focused on the Chinese magician’s artistry, ability to
engage an audience, and stylish presentation skills. Later on, these same
skills would play a major role in the Foo troupe’s capacity to overcome the
ocean of copycats their success in the U.S. would generate.

To the left, an interior sketch of the “Old” Shanghai Lyceum, a regular venue for the Foo troupe. The
Lyceum was an anchor of Shanghai’s entertainment scene from 1873–1926, and often hosted the
most famous acts coming through Shanghai. To the right is a photo of what the Shanghai Lyceum

looks like now.



FOO’S SIGNATURE BOWL PRODUCTION TRICK
It is important to dwell on Foo’s production tricks and how he did
them, as they served for decades as the signature element of his
performance.

Here’s how Foo typically performed his legendary bowl trick.
Before the illusion began, the audience would be invited on

stage to check the floor for trap doors or other devices. Once this
was done, a large Chinese-style rug would be dragged out onto
the stage by supporting members of the troupe, unfolded, and
placed on the floor. Foo would then walk on stage wearing his
trademark robe, a somewhat somber, long, dark blue traditional
changshan, with a pillbox hat and a small, colorfully embroidered
shawl about four feet by four feet draped over his left shoulder.

Having obtained the crowd’s attention, Foo would then slowly
roll up his sleeves, draw the shawl from his shoulder, and rapidly
display it from all angles to the audience to establish there was
nothing under, or attached to, the fabric. Foo, starting softly and
building in volume, would then begin to chant the required
incantation, all while artfully transfixing the audience with his
varying expressions and deep, soulful eyes. Then, in a flash, the
shawl would be dramatically cast down flat upon the rug that was
previously placed on the stage floor. Foo and his assistant would
then race forward, each taking one end of the shawl in their
hands, and in a lightning stroke, fling the shawl up to reveal a
large crystal bowl brim-full of water, stocked with very live
goldfish, bobbing apples, and in many instances, a few quacking
ducks.

As the excited ducks now waddling across the stage were
gathered up by assistants, the audience would be informed that
the bowl now before them contained three buckets of water and
weighed over 95 pounds. This would be demonstrated by Foo
methodically dipping large pails into the crystal bowl and
emptying them out into other pails carried off stage by his
assistants. A charismatic and smiling Foo would then bathe in
the applause of a startled audience.



While in this instance it was ducks, an audience never knew
just what Foo was going to produce from under his magic shawl.
Over the years, crowds saw bowls of water, children (sometimes
two), plates of food, and even a scale model of a Chinese temple
with lighted windows and a candle on top. Critics agreed that
while you might never know what Foo was going to do during
one of his shows, it was usually something that exceeded all
expectations.14,15

The Foo Troupe Was Always More Than Just Foo

Another key element of the evolving Foo troupe, even in its early days, was
Foo’s strong supporting cast. The Foo troupe was never just a conjuring
show. It was very much like the modern Cirque de Soleil, which itself
borrows heavily from traditional Chinese circuses—a variety show, with
Foo the conjurer very much at its center, but featuring talented supporting
acts throughout the performance.

A late 1897 performance of the Foo troupe exemplified this quality. In
reviewing the show, a writer, after discussing Foo’s conjuring, singled out
three supporting acts worthy of particular praise.

First was the “grotesque in the extreme” and “very cleverly done”
double-headed boy trick, performed by a young Foo troupe contortionist. In
this illusion, described as “an entire novelty and a very ingenious,” a
contortionist with a very lifelike copy of his head stealthily attached to the
underside of his posterior and concealed under a short robe, would flip over
on his hands, a movement that would simultaneously shroud his actual head
and reveal the copy. The young contortionist would then proceed to walk
about the stage on his hands—now covered with gloves resembling shoes—
while impressively using his legs as arms and his feet as hands to perform
such feats as drinking tea, washing his face and sitting down on a chair to
“roars of laughter.” The second act that caught his eye was a strongman
juggler capable of tossing 20-kilogram Chinese porcelain vases to great
heights in the air and then catching them, still spinning, on his forehead or
knuckles—all while telling jokes or singing comic snippets of popular
Western songs. The third supporting act he felt worthy of note was a
“curious acrobatic feat” which later would become known as a ‘strong hair’



act. In these acts, acrobats swung across the stage while hanging by the hair
of their queues, which was attached to ropes anchored to the stage’s ceiling
—“and curious-looking objects they were.”16

Clearly, Foo was not afraid to share the stage with talented supporting
players whose popularity sometimes rivalled his own.

Even at the height of their fame in Asia, however, more than one
observer noted that the Foo troupe, while very well received and successful
in that continent would, “on the principle prophets are not honored in their
own country,” no doubt go over even more spectacularly in Europe or North
America, where their offerings, given the relative novelty of all things
Asian in those more Western climes and a lack of first-hand familiarity with
Chinese magicians, acrobats, contortionists, and the like, would exert an
even stronger air of exoticism and lure of the East.17
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